
 

 

 

 

Our products speak for themselves… 

Probotics America 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Who uses a Probotics robot? 

Our robots are used for public outreach, education and commercial promotions by schools, fire 

departments, hospitals, museums, restaurants, zoos, amusement parks and over 300 law 

enforcement agencies worldwide. We have designed robots for companies like Walt Disney World 

– Epcot Center, Bayer Corporation, Toyota of America, SBC Communications and others. A 

Probotics robot can provide effective communication technology to anyone. 

 

Why use a robot to talk for me rather than just speak myself? 

Children are fascinated by our appealing, friendly-looking, non-threatening robots. Because they 

identify with the Probotics robot and view it as a peer, it is easier to talk about otherwise difficult 

subjects. Adults are intrigued, amused and entertained. People of all ages are more receptive to the 

message you want to communicate. A Probotics robot is an amazing, interactive, learner-centered, 

communication tool! 

 

What does the robot say? 

Whatever you want to say. 
1. You can use a professional, pre-scripted audio program 

2. You can create and record your own presentation on the topic of your choice. 

3. You can participate in spontaneous ‘live’ conversations utilizing the built-in 2-way 

wireless sound system. 

4. You can use all of the above! 

 

Where are they used? 

Probotics robots and their vehicles can be found at entertainment centers, tradeshows, schools, fund 

raising activities, hospitals, museums, special promotions, science centers, health fairs, training 

seminars and just about anywhere with a firm surface for the vehicles. Robots can be removed from 

their vehicle and operate anywhere you can take them. 

 

Is it difficult to operate a Probotics robot? 

No special technical skills or experience are necessary to learn to operate a Probotics robot and 

vehicle. Training instruction is provided and help is only a phone call away. 



How long does one last? 

If you are concerned about durability, the Probotics robot and vehicle will last for years with 

minimal maintenance. The rechargeable batteries in both robot and vehicle should provide several 

years of reliable service. The battery may require recharging after continuous operation for 3 hours. 

 

What about repairs? 

We have been designing and manufacturing robots for over 35 years, with proven quality, customer 

satisfaction and reliability. We provide a full one-year warranty (parts and labor) on all of our 

robots. 

 

How can I customize a Probotics robot? 

Your choices are virtually limitless. 
1. You choose a character – human, animal and even alien! 

2. You choose a skin color – African-American, Caucasian, Hispanic or Asian. 

3. You choose a hair color. 

4. You choose an eye color. 

5. You choose a vehicle – tricycle, bicycle, motorcycle, fire engine, fire truck (antique or 

modern), police car, Hummer, tractor, ambulance, wheelchair, Jeep, airplane or stroller. 

Probotics robots have easily interchangeable heads and hands and wear standard size 6-7 children’s 

clothing, making it possible to quickly adapt to enhance identification with your target audience or 

for seasonal changes. 

New designs and special requests expand your options even further. 

 

What is included with the purchase of a Probotics robot? 

All of our robots include audio-synchronized mouth movement, wireless remote control operation, a 

head that rotates up/down and left/right, an MP3 player, a 2-way sound system to enable you to 

speak and listen through the robot, rechargeable batteries for transmitter and robot, interchangeable 

heads and hands, an instruction booklet, a padded equipment case and a full one-year warranty. 

Vehicles can move forward and reverse, at variable speeds and have proportional steering. Tricycles 

and bicycles have realistic pedaling movement. Flashing lights, sirens, water squirter, built-in LCD 

TV and DVD player, voice modifier, propeller movement and headlights are available on select 

vehicles. Robots can be removed from their vehicles and operate separately. 

 

Can I rent or lease a robot? 

We do have robots, including our BandBots, available for rent or lease. Call or check 

www.robotalent.com for more information. 

 

How much do they cost? 

Prices vary depending on your selection, ranging from $900 to $11,800. Options such as an extra 

head unit to provide a quick change of character ($425) are additional. 

 

How do I order one? 

Give us a call at 972-231-7744 and we can answer any questions you might have and can help you 

design your ideal Probotics robot. If you call now, you can request a no-obligation price quote to 

lock-in prices for six months. 

 

Probotics America 

5150 Fair Oaks Blvd. Ste.101-321, Carmichael, CA 95806 

Phone: (972)231-7744  

Email: info@proboticsamerica.com Web: www.proboticsamerica.com 
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